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Publish Your Own Digital Magazine
Writers today have a plethora of options to make money writing online. Here's how you can make money on Medium.

Medium Review: How to Make Money Writing on Medium
This week marks one year since the lights here at Defector flickered on and we began publishing blogs. The question that you were probably asking during
that first week was a simple one: Can this ...

One Year Of Defector
If you’re among them, there is now a book for that. In ROAR: into the second half of your life (before it's too late), Michael Clinton, a former
publishing executive, offers an actionable roadmap for ...

Are you Reconsidering ... Everything? There's a New Book To Help With That
Combing through the archives, Erin Overbey found that the print publication resembles "a Southern country club in the 1950s," in which barely any
writers and editors of color or women are represented.

A ‘New Yorker’ Editor Dug For Diversity Stats. She Calls The Results ‘Passive Racism’
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Here at ELLE UK, we’re committed to nurturing a new generation of creative talent, promoting marginalised voices and building a truly inclusive future
in fashion. To help address this issue, ELLE UK ...

ELLE UK’s Mentor Scheme 2021: Meet The Faces Of The Future
The San Francisco-based newsletter platform plans to spend north of $30 million to entice big comic scribes to leave publishers — and let them keep
rights to their own IP: “They are paying for names.” ...

Substack Moves on Hollywood With Top Marvel, DC Writers Targeted
And it’s an easy principle to stick to because history and the world around us have proven it demonstrably true. Every culture throughout the world
engages in the storytelling medium of sequential art ...

Around the Globe with Batman: The World - Part 1
OverDrive distributes e-books and audiobooks—i.e., “digital content ... “lets you log in to your local library to access ebooks, audiobooks, and
magazines, all for the reasonable price ...

The Surprisingly Big Business of Library E-books
Is a defamatory comment left on your Facebook page more like graffiti on a wall, a streaker on live TV, or a hand-delivered telegram? Whatever your
metaphor, Australian courts now say publishers are ...

An Australian court ruling makes publishers legally responsible for every idiot Facebook user who leaves a comment
Here are five lessons you can take from them to work on growing your own (or your brand’s ... an extension of BonAppetit magazine that actually gets a
lot more viewers than readers.

5 Marketing Tips and Tricks From Top YouTube Channels
School Road Publishing has ... to help clients tell their own stories and reach new audiences on a deeper level. We’ll offer content solutions across
print and digital, via video, photography ...

School Road Publishing Announces Launch of Content Studio
Ashley C. Ford was nearly 10 years old when she felt it might be true she had an inclination toward writing. Ford was sitting in her third grade
classroom during poetry week, and there were two new ...

Ashley C. Ford reflects on her time as a student to bestselling author
After decades in limbo, the legendary and iconic Golden Age superhero Micro-Face is finally being revived by equally legendary comic book publishing
giant the NPR Planet Money Publishing Group… Okay.

NPR and comic book vets team to revive the Golden Age superhero Micro-Face … no, really
Try refreshing your browser, or tap here to see ... However, there is a much richer history of self-publishing that goes further back than its digital
counterpart. A number of prominent authors ...

'Fifty Shades of Grey,' 10 years later: Self-publishing wasn't novel then, but now it's easier to reach a niche audience
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Eighteen months ago, Outside Inc., then known as Pocket Outdoor Media LLC, was a smaller niche publishing company ... Good Reasons To Plan Your Own
Funeral Many people choose to pre-plan their ...

Boulder area, already a publishing hotspot, poised for more growth
“It’s easier to sell political books when your audience ... Simon & Schuster’s own authors and staff members, who signed a petition calling on the
company to stop publishing books by former ...

The Polarized Publishing World
The cofounder of the Chicago-based Johnson Publishing Company—which produced the influential magazines Ebony and ... was responsible for her own
“cosmetic supplies.” By the early 1970s ...

Fashion Fair Is Back! Inside the Legendary Cosmetics Brand’s Long-Awaited Relaunch
In the year to June 30, about 45 per cent of Nine’s publishing revenue was digital, up from 40 per cent ... his competitors into a no-win spiral, your
basic game of chicken, and they blink ...

Shock, horror: Nine beats Murdoch at his own game
“When you’re sitting in the bushes, one polygon can obscure your entire ... for Official Xbox Magazine, PC Gamer, Tech Radar and so on. He Writers in
print and digital publishing.

How Crytek became one of the biggest names in PC gaming
However, there is a much richer history of self-publishing that goes further back than its digital counterpart ... of self-published books because
platforms like Amazon assign their own classification ...
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